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 Converting a postal address to a coordinate, geocoding, is a helpful 

tool in many applications. Developing a geocoder tool is a difficult 

task if this tool relates to a developing country that does not follow a 

standard addressing format. The lack of complete reference data and 

non-persistency of names are the main challenges besides the common 

natural language process challenges. In this paper, we propose a 

geocoder for Persian addresses. To the best of our knowledge, our 

system, TehranGeocode, is the first geocoder for this language. 

Considering the non-standard structure of Persian addresses, we need 

to split the address into small segments, find each segment in the 

reference dataset, and connect them to find the target of the address. 

We develop our system based on address parsing and dynamic 

programming for this aim. We specify the contribution of our work 

compared to similar studies. We discuss the main components of the 

program, its data, and its results, and show that the proposed 

framework achieves promising results in the field by finding 83% of 

addresses with less than 300 meters error. 
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1. Introduction 

Addressing has a vital application in city services 

and many businesses. Delivery services use postal 

addresses to specify the source where a packet 

was sent and the destination where it should be 

delivered; routing services use addresses to find 

their path from source to destination.  

Converting a postal address to a coordinate is 

called geocoding. As a formal definition, given a 

textual address as input, the geocoding task aims 

to find the corresponding geographic coordinates 

(latitude and longitude) as output, representing the 

location described by the address. Geocoding is 

challenging in countries that do not follow 

standard addressing. These challenges include the 

lack of standard naming conventions for roads, 

non-persistency of names of roads, absence of a 

complete and uniform system for data of cities, 

and different formats to specify an address from 

one person to another [1]. In some cases, finding 

the intention coordinate of an address is a 

complex task, even for a human. Khan, Pinault, 

Tjepkema, and Wilkins [2] showed the impact of 

postal codes in address geocoding. This 

information, however, is not included in 

addressing structure in many countries.  

Our target language is Persian. Persian is one of 

the Indo-European languages that has borrowed 

its script from Arabic, a member of Semitic 

language family [3]. Persian, also known as Farsi, 

is spoken primarily in Iran, Afghanistan, and 

Tajikistan. Persian addresses follow a different 

style from standard addressing formats in other 

languages, such as English. A Persian address 

usually begins with a wide area. Each segment 

makes the remaining area more minor and specific 

than the previous one. Finally, the last segment 

specifies the target point. Not only is the overall 

style different, but there is also no standard way to 

present an address. In other words, to present a 

Persian address, we need to imagine a route from 

a famous location or a large city area to reach the 

target location. Therefore, observation of different 
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addresses for a location is entirely possible. As an 

example of a Persian address, the Amirkabir 

University of Technology addresses can be stated 

as ““Tehran, Valiasr Square, Karimkhan Str, Hafez 

Avenue, No. 350”1 or “College Crossroads, under 

Hafez Bridge, No. 350”. 

Moreover, Tehran, the capital of Iran, and other 

cities of Iran do not follow a standard pattern for 

the name of the roads. Thus we cannot find 

locational information from the semantics of 

words in an address. Finally, Persian is a non-

Latin language with Arabic characters that require 

its pre-processing tools, which are less accurate 

than the English pre-processing tools.  

This research proposes a comprehensive 

architecture for the Persian addresses geocoding. 

The proposed system receives a postal address in 

Tehran and returns the coordinate of the given 

postal address. This program uses the API of the 

Tehran map from the Tehran Municipality ICT 

Organization2. Although this API is limited to the 

map of Tehran, our processing units are general 

and can be used for any Persian address for 

Iranian cities. 

The main issue about the Map API is that it only 

accepts a short single segment of an address; e.g., 

the name of a road, like “Azadi Street” or the 

name of an important place like “Milad Tower”. 

Therefore, sending a long address with different 

segments including the name of a square, a street, 

an alley, and the apartment number results in no 

answer. Moreover, when sending a short address 

segment to the API, the output of the Map API is 

a list of points rather than a single point, which 

requires human action to select a point among this 

list; i.e., even if we have a minimal address that 

consists of only one segment that is related to a 

famous location, we cannot automatically geocode 

this address since the system does not know which 

of these points is the coordinate of the input 

address. In fact, the Map API is not a geocoder at 

all. It works like a database that matches a single 

segment input address to a list of coordinates. 

This shortcoming motivated us to propose a 

pipeline for parsing addresses and segmenting the 

text. The extracted segments can then be sent to 

the API. We also propose a post-processing 

component that receives different geocoding and 

combines them to achieve the final result for each 

address using a dynamic programming approach. 

The proposed framework allows finding a 

                                                      

1 To make the text readable for all readers, we translated the 

Persian texts to English. 
2 https://tmicto.tehran.ir/  

coordinate for addresses that include various parts 

and even contain over ten words. 

In the literature, several methods are used for 

geocoding, which can be categorized into two 

main branches: rule-based [1, 4-8] and learning-

based approaches [9-14]. In the developing 

countries with limited sources, rule-based 

methods are more applicable. In contrast, in the 

developed countries with well-structured 

addresses, learning-based methods are preferable. 

Our contribution is developing a Persian geocoder 

system. To the best of our knowledge, our system, 

TehranGeocode, is the first geocoder for the 

Persian language. For processing a non-standard 

Persian address, we develop our system with a 

pipeline structure. We design an LALR parser 

with handcrafted diverse and relatively robust 

rules. The rules are extracted from comprehensive 

investigations of the existing Persian non-standard 

addresses. This dedicated parser splits an address 

into segments. Then another module collects data 

for each segment with an existing Map API. In 

addition, we propose a novel dynamic 

programming module to relate the collected data 

and find the final location related to an address. 

Our results reveal the effectiveness of 

TehranGeocode for real applications. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 

reviews related works in address geocoding for 

other languages and other countries. Section 3 

introduces our proposed framework and its main 

components. Section 4 describes the datasets used 

for developing the system, the reference data, and 

different Persian addresses. Section 5 reports the 

quantitative and qualitative results, and finally, 

Section 6 summarizes the paper. 

 

2. Related Works 

Geoparsing is converting a text to a coordinate of 

location that the text references. This process 

breaks into two sub-processes: “geotagging” and 

“geocoding”. Geotagging aims to find the 

locations that exist in a text but geocoding focuses 

on converting a non-structural and erroneous 

location to a coordinate. Some research studies 

presented a tool for the whole process of 

geoparsing [9, 13] but some other studies only 

focused on one part of geocoding such as pre-

processing [8]. Note that our program is a 

complete end-to-end geocoding tool but it does 

not have components for geotagging; i.e., the 

system assumes that the input text is an address 

only. As mentioned in Section 1, geocoding has 

various applications. Wheeler, Gerell, and Yoo 

[15] evaluated the accuracy of geocoding for 

estimating the location of shooting incidents. 

https://tmicto.tehran.ir/
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Wilson and Wilson [16] proposed an iterative 

procedure for health data to compare the housing 

condition and the health situation of child 

occupants 

Considering different applications in different 

countries and different languages, the researchers 

tried to create a geocoder for their countries or 

cities. Kebe et al. [1] implemented a geocoder for 

Senegal as a developing country with English and 

French languages. Alcántara et al. [9] developed a 

tool for Spanish address disambiguation. Matci 

and Avdan [8] and kilic and Gülgen [17] studied 

geocoding for addresses in Turkey. Cetl, Kliment, 

and Jogun [18] compared different geocoding 

methods for the city of Zagreb, Croatia. Charif et 

al. [4] studied the task for Luxembourg. L. Li, 

Wang, He, and Zhang [19] proposed a model for 

segmenting Chinese addresses. Dumedah et al. 

[20] selected Ghana as the research goal location. 

Cortes et al. [5] studied enhancing geocoding for 

the Portuguese language in Rio de Janeiro, the 

capital of Brazil. Malaainine and Lechgar [7] 

developed a geocoder for the city of Casablanca in 

Morocco. Nguyen, Tsolak, Karmann, Knauff, and 

Kühne [21] chose Germany as the target location. 

Various methodologies have been used for 

geoparsing in related research in the field. For 

research studies related to developing countries, 

such as Turkey and Senegal, rule-based 

techniques are more favorites [1, 4-8]. 

LOGEMAS is a geocoder that has several 

components. Each component has specific rules 

and processes without the machine learning 

concept [6]. In developing countries, sometimes, 

even the reference data does not become 

available. For developing a geocoder for Gana, 

Dumedah et al. [20] used polling location data as 

the reference data. The lack of a good reference 

dataset is the main bottleneck of the mentioned 

studies. We can see good and novel heuristic ideas 

for overcoming this challenge but reaching the 

best answer is still an open challenge. 

In contrast to rule-based technique, learning-based 

techniques are used in other studies [9-14]. 

Nizzoli et al. [13] proposed a geoparser based on 

Geo Semantic Parsing (GSP). This approach uses 

a knowledge graph and traverses it to collect more 

data. The last phase in GSP is selecting a 

coordinate. The idea of the coordinate selection 

phase of GSP is to define it as a regression task. 

This work also has a geotagging part, making 

GSP a complete geoparsing system. Although 

GSP can enrich the text with knowledge graphs, it 

is worth mentioning that a knowledge graph 

commonly includes main places and cities rather 

than all streets of a city. In another research study, 

Alcántara et al. [9] proposed a model that first 

converts the text to a vector via word2vec [22] 

and doc2vec [23], and then trains a model with 

these vectors and finds the similarity between 

texts for geoparsing disambiguation. This method 

focuses on the disambiguation of geoparsing, and 

does not find coordinates as its target task. But 

applying semantic features can boost the accuracy 

of any geoparsing system. Yan et al. [14] 

developed the model LGGeoCoder. This model 

uses global context embedding beside local 

context embedding. The topic embedding for 

linguistic features and the location embedding for 

geospatial embedding are two new global features 

in their model. By adding new diverse features, 

LGGeoCoder can overcome its baselines. P. Li et 

al. [12] proposed a model based on a gated 

recurrent unit network for segmenting input 

Chinese address text and finding the main 

elements. Segmentation of Chinese addresses is a 

challenging and vital part of Chinese geocoding. 

In this article, the relationship between address 

segments and any semantic information is 

ignored. Kilic and Gülgen [10] used logistic 

regression and analyzed the quality of reverse 

geocoding. They tested fifteen similarity metrics 

and found the best for four existing geocoding 

systems. Rashidian, Dong, Avadhani, Poddar, and 

Wang [24], Rashidian, Dong, Jain, and Wang [25] 

proposed a tool called EaserGeocoder, which 

provides scalable address geocoding with 

distributed computing and parallel searching. 

Presenting an available and open-source 

geocoding system is the strength of this work. 

Some research in the field is dedicated to 

enhancing geocoding with techniques like 

additional text processing tasks. Matci and Avdan 

[6] showed that text pre-processing could improve 

geocoding accuracy. Clemens [26] enhanced the 

text processing module by using spelling 

variations captured from user queries. Using 

query logs as another source of data is a proper 

idea. Lee et al. [11] enhanced geocoding by 

adopting matching learning techniques for address 

matching and showed that extreme gradient 

boosting achieves the best result. Applying 

machine learning techniques can remove human 

errors and improve the overall output, but this 

method only works for particular addresses 

(street-based addresses). Nguyen et al. [21] 

designed a geocoder for addresses on Twitter in 

Germany. This geocoder is based on the open-

source geocoder Nominatim, and they customized 

it for their location and domain. 
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To the best of our knowledge, our proposed 

system is the first Persian geocoder. Some 

research studies [27-30] acknowledged the lack of 

a good Persian geocoding tool. 

As mentioned, since the addressing format in 

Persian is non-standard and mainly follows a 

routing scenario from important locations to 

specific ones; the available methods for other 

languages do not work on this addressing model. 

Therefore, we propose our framework, which 

aims to find the location of each address by 

finding the location of segments and connecting 

them using dynamic programming. Dynamic 

programming is an efficient and speedy 

programming technique used in many 

applications; Still, some works are present for 

improving it [31]. 

 

3. Proposed Framework 

The proposed framework includes four 

components, each comprising different modules 

dedicated to a specific task. Figure 1 presents our 

model’s architecture, a pipeline architecture, and 

the components serially process input to generate 

the final output. In the following sections, we 

describe each component in detail. 

 
3.1. Pre-processing 

Pre-processing is the first component of the 

pipeline aiming to normalize the given address to 

ease other components’ tasks. The component is 

responsible for removing unnecessary characters 

and unifying characters with different writing 

styles. 

For removing unnecessary characters, the 

following tasks are considered: 

 Short Arabic vowels 

 Arabic sukun character 

 Unnecessary characters, such as $ and ! 

 Some abbreviations 

 Unbalanced parentheses by using stack 

For unifying characters with different writing 

styles, the normalization of the following 

characters is taken into consideration: 

 Characters that have different notations in 

different languages such as comma and 

the letters Kaf and Ya, which have 

different notations in Arabic. 

 Numbers that have different 

representations in Arabic and English 

characters. 
 

3.2. Address segmentation 

This component’s input is an address that has 

been pre-processed but is still in unstructured text 

format. This component aims to specify the 

address’s elements such as names of streets, 

squares, and alleys. We perform the task by 

converting the address format from text to a tree 

structure. 

The main challenge is that in the Persian 

language, there is no standard and constant 

method for naming roads and even writing an 

address; e.g., an address may have no street name 

but another address may include five streets. The 

main reason for this problem is that we do not 

have any standard way of expressing an address in 

Persian, and we have different streets with the 

same name, which should be distinguished by 

expressing the neighboring parts. 

To overcome this problem, we introduce a 

context-free grammar to analyze Persian 

addresses. The grammar can also be adapted to 

other languages with some changes based on the 

differences between addressing formats in the 

languages. 

Every address has several main parts. This article 

uses the term “Segment” for each part. For 

example, the address “Shadmehr Street, Teimoori 

Boulevard, Gole Sorkh Alley” has these 

segments: “Gole Sorkh Alley”, “Teimoori 

Boulevard”, “Shadmehr Street”. Note that each 

segment can have sub-segments, which our 

context-free grammar should recognize to convert 

raw text address to tree format address. 

Figure 1. Main components of the program in a pipeline structure. 
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To this aim, we develop a compiler based on a 

LookAhead Left to Right (LALR) parser for 

parsing a text using this grammar. This 

component has two modules: Lexer and Parser. 

The Lexer module tokenizes the input address, 

and the Parser module parses tokens and converts 

them into a tree structure. Figure 2 shows the 

parse tree of the above example. 

 

3.3. Collecting data from map 

The previous pipeline component’s output is a 

tree containing different segments of an address. 

In this step, we send our requests to the Tehran 

Map API and collect data from this source. This 

component collects many coordinates that relate 

to roads and places of the address. Having 

complex addresses, sending the original raw 

address to the Map API has no results but sending 

single segments of that address can achieve 

relatively relevant results for that part. This 

component uses the following modules: 

 The query generator module: this module, 

which is the main part of this component, 

receives addresses in the tree structure 

and uses two other modules to generate 

and send appropriate queries to the Map 

API server. Also this module checks 

collected results, and can change and 

resend some queries. Considering the 

example in Section 3.2, after processing 

this address in the previous component 

and creating the tree structure, it becomes 

clear that this address has three segments:  

“Shadmehr Street”, “Teimoori 

Boulevard”, and “Gole Sorkh Alley”. 

Therefore, this module generates one or 

several queries for each segment.3 Also 

this module can ignore parts of the 

address like floor number and other parts 

that the API server cannot provide data 

for. Finally, this module can attach 

metadata to collected data from each 

segment. 

 The Geographer module: this module has 

local information about the Tehran city; 

e.g., this module knows the geographical 

area bounds of Tehran’s regions. The 

region of the answer coordinate is an 

optional field in the program; in case of 

the availability of this field, it will play an 

essential role in filtering collected 

coordinates and limiting them to the 

specified region. 

3.4. Selecting answer coordinate 

At this point, several coordinates for each segment 

of an address are collected. This component 

proposes an algorithm to select exactly one 

coordinate among the collected coordinates. 

 

                                                      

3 We may have more than one query for a segment in some 

cases; e.g., if we face more than 20 points in the database that match 
a segment (because each query can provide up to 20 points from the 

database) or if we have some geographical direction in the segment 

(at first, we have a query with geographical direction and after that, 

we have another query without geographical direction) or something 

else. 

Figure 2. The parse tree for address “Shadmehr Street, Teimoori Boulevard, Gole Sorkh Alley”. 
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Figure 3. Selecting the most likely sequence of hidden 

states using Viterbi algorithm [32]. 

In Persian, when an address is expressed, in fact, a 

route is expressed. In the Persian addressing 

structure, the first segment usually expresses a 

wide area, and the subsequent segments make this 

area more specific step by step. For example, the 

first segment of a Persian address after country 

and city is the main avenue, square or highway. 

The address then continues with another avenue, 

street, alley name, and house number; the last 

segment is usually the floor number. It might 

include the postal code as well, but very rarely. 

This structure is entirely different from the 

English addressing style. 

In other words, a Persian address is usually a route 

from the first segment to the last segment. For 

each segment, we achieve a list of coordinates 

from the map. Then we must select a coordinate 

for each segment to connect these coordinates in 

their order of appearance in the address ends to 

the shortest path. For this part, we have developed 

a distance calculator module based on UTM 

coordinates (x and y) and geographical 

coordinates (latitude and longitude). In the next 

step, the Viterbi algorithm, which works based on 

dynamic programming, aims to find the shortest 

path. The algorithm is developed for decoding the 

hidden Markov model and aims to find the most 

likely sequence of hidden states. Figure 3 shows a 

schematic view of selecting the most probable 

sequence of states by Viterbi [32]. 

In our geocoding task, we imagine that each 

segment is a time step, and the set of coordinates 

collected from the map for that segment forms 

hidden states related to that time step. By using 

the Viterbi algorithm, our system selects the best 

coordinate for each segment, minimizing the 

overall distance between coordinates. 

After finding the shortest path, the selected 

coordinate in the last segment, which is the most 

specific segment according to the Persian 

addressing format, is returned as the answer and 

the program’s output. 

Note that it is possible that the program cannot 

find any coordinate for some segments or finds 

many coordinates for some segments. In the case 

of finding several coordinates, based on the 

available metadata from the query generator, our 

system filters out some coordinates. If a query is 

generated for an alley and we have more than 300 

coordinates for that query, our system 

automatically filters out this segment. 

In case of finding no coordinate for all segments, 

the system fails to return an output. Consider the 

example from Section 3.2 to make the process 

more precise. The program collects several 

coordinates for “Shadmehr Street” and “Teimoori 

Boulevard”. It collects another number of 

coordinates for “Gole Sorkh Alley” too. Several 

alleys with the name “Gole Sorkh” are located in 

different locations in Tehran city, but one is close 

to “Teimoori Boulevard”. This alley is probably 

the answer, and the program returns coordinates 

corresponding to this alley. 

As mentioned, the overall structure of the 

proposed model is a pipeline of modules. In 

summary, the preprocessing component makes the 

given address more clear. The address 

segmentation component converts the address 

format from the text structure to the tree structure. 

Then the next component uses this tree structure 

to collect coordinates related to each address 

segment. In the last component, the program 

selects exactly one coordinate as output. 
 

4. Data  

This section describes the datasets, source, 

structure, and variety and how we have used them. 

In our system, two types of data are used: 

 

The Map API data (reference data): the Map 

API is an API that receives a small segment of an 

address and returns a list of data points. Our 

system uses this data to find the answer. Each data 

consists of the following features: 
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 Title 

 Region ID 

 UTM coordinate 

 Type (This parameter specifies the type of 

location that the data point is related to; 

e.g., a square or an avenue.) 

 
The Map API is a simple API that receives a short 

text and returns data points whose title is part of 

the input text; e.g., if we pass “Amir” to the Map 

API, data with titles like “Amirkabir University” 

or “Samira Avenue” can be returned. Some 

features such as filtering the data type are 

implemented in the Map API. 

 

The Addresses dataset: to develop a parser for 

Persian addresses, we need to define a context-

free grammar. Defining such grammar to cover 

different formats of Persian addresses requires a 

dataset of addresses. With such a dataset, we can 

find important and frequent keywords, proper 

rules, and essential preprocessing steps. 

Moreover, we need a dataset to test our system 

with unseen data labeled with their correct 

locations on the map. We used the collected data 

from the 137’s city management system from the 

Tehran municipality for these two datasets. 

Tehran’s citizens use this system to report 

different problems in the city. The reason for 

using this dataset is that the result of the current 

project can be used in this system to point an 

address to the map once the operator has entered 

the address. We split the dataset into two parts 

with no overlap. One part defines the context-free 

grammar, and the other is used as test data. Each 

data entry in the address dataset consists of the 

following parts: 

 Postal address 

 Region ID 

 Expected geographical coordinate 

(expected latitude and longitude) 

The program expects postal address and region as 

input. The program can work without providing 

the region of the address but specifying the region 

helps decrease the program’s error. Expected 

coordinates were used to evaluate the output of 

the program. In this part, we describe different 

structures used in some of the addresses given to 

the program to present the project’s challenges 

better. The variety of address formats and using 

old and new names for roads are examples of 

challenges in this research. 

Some addresses consist of only one segment such 

as “Aftabe Vanak” or “Ghanat Alley”; some 

belong to a vast area such as “Azadi”, some others 

consist of many segments, such as “Resalat 

Highway, Dardasht Crossroad, beginning of the 

Heidarkhani Street, Shahid Ahadzadeh Street, 

corner of Azizi Alley” or “intersection of Shahid 

Sani Street (forty-six Street) and Abdelmajid 

Goldar Street, Khodabandeh Alley, in front of 

Number 4”. Some addresses are well-formed such 

as “north Nabard Street, Aemeh Athar Crossroad, 

Mohammad Kazemizadeh Alley” but others are 

not well-structured, such as “Hemmat Highway 

from east to west, in parallel to the Azadegan 

Line, entrance of the Azadegan Highway”. Some 

addresses are incredibly detailed and cannot be 

found using the map; e.g., “Valiasr Street, in front 

of the Mellat Park, pink apartment, Number 

2665”. 

Figure 4. Accuracy of the program according to the distance error of the program. 
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5. Evaluation 

5.1. Setup of experiments 

As mentioned in the previous section, one part of 

the addresses dataset was selected as test data for 

the final evaluation. As mentioned, we have 

developed a Python compiler based on an LALR 

parser. We implemented this parser with the ply 

library. This library has two important sections 

that cover Lexer and Parser. We import the library 

lex for Lexer and the library yacc for the parser. 

The API_Interface module (as the name implies) 

is an interface between the Map service and other 

program modules. This module aims to ease using 

the API server and to better maintenance in the 

future. For connection to the Map API server the 

Request library has been helped. 

 

5.2. Results 

To evaluate our system, we used a dataset 

including 1000 addresses. The addresses are 

actual samples provided by Tehran Municipality 

ICT Organization and tagged by their correct 

coordinate. Each instance of this data has a region 

id field. Our system found an answer coordinate 

for 92.9% of the input test, and the system found 

no answer for the remaining. Clearly, we could 

increase this number by returning a careless 

coordinate for any input data. However, we prefer 

a high precision system that covers a smaller 

number of data with high accuracy answers rather 

than a large number of data with low accuracy 

answers. 

For data the program found an answer to, we 

calculated the error: the distance between the 

returned coordinate and the expected coordinate 

for a given data. For calculating this distance, we 

used the distance calculator module, as explained 

in Section 3. The results of this evaluation are 

presented in Table 1. We split the data into 

different groups in this table according to distance 

ranges. For better visualization, we presented 

Figure 4. 
 

Table 1. Accuracy of the program according to the 

distance error of the program. 

 

About 7% of total data has no answer, and 8.83% 

of 93% of total data (data with an answer) has a 

significant distance. These two groups of data 

(addresses with no answer and addresses with a 

long distance to the target answer) are the most 

challenging instances. The main reasons for poor 

results on such challenging data are as follows: 

 Very ambiguous addresses: Some 

addresses are very ambiguous, and there 

is no valuable data in Map API for them. 

Distance error of the program Percentage frequency of the data 

Lower than 100 m 33.05% 

Between 100 and 200 m 13.46% 

Between 200 and 400 m 18.51% 

Between 400 and 600 m 10.01% 

Between 600 and 800 m 6.46% 

Between 800 and 1000 m 3.98% 

Between 1000 and 2000 m 5.71% 

Upper than 2000 m 8.83% 

Figure 5. Accuracy of the program according to the percentage of the data. 
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 Very complex segments: Some addresses 

have very complex segments. We defined 

a context-free grammar for the designed 

parser, and it may not be able to parse 

very complex patterns of a natural 

language. 

 New rare segments: We investigated a 

considerable amount of real addresses and 

proposed many rules. Nevertheless, an 

address may have a segment with a new, 

rare pattern that confuses our grammar. 

 Very dirty address: In case of a very noisy 

structure in the input data, the 

preprocessor cannot clean data very well 

and needs more advanced techniques.  
 

Table 2. Accuracy of the program according to the 

percentage of the data. 

 

 As mentioned before, our system is the first 

geocoder for the Persian language. Similar 

methods implemented in other languages cannot 

be used for Persian because of fundamental 

differences in Persian addressing format to other 

languages. Therefore, we have no baseline or 

competitor method. The Tehran Map API also 

does not work on the input addresses since they 

include more than one single segment. As a result, 

in this section, only the result of our system is 

presented. 

In another part of the evaluation, the distances are 

sorted in ascending order, and the average of the 

distances is calculated. The results of this 

evaluation is presented in Table 2 and Figure 5. 

In this section, we must point to the influence of 

outlier data. In Table 2, the distance error of 90% 

of data is about three hundred meters on average 

but the distance error of all data is dramatically 

more than six hundred meters. Also in Table 2, 

about 9% of data has more than 2000 meters 

distance with the correct coordinate. Therefore, 

the influence of a small number of outlier data is 

high in this research study. 

For a better understanding of the results, we 

provide two visual examples. In Figure 6, we 

present our system’s expected location and output 

for “Shahid Rajaei, Beheshti Square, Abrisham 

Street, Hamedani Street, Baqeri Alley, in front of 

No. 12”. The green pin represents the expected 

location, and the red pin represents our prediction. 

The distance between these two points is 52 

meters. In this example, the program finds the 

entire route except for the last segment (“in front 

of No. 12”). The locations of “Abrisham Street”, 

“Hamedani Street”, and “Baqeri Alley” can be 

seen in this figure. Figure 7 presents another 

example: “Padegan-e-Valiasr Street, corner of 

Booshehr Street”. In this example, our system’s 

error is near zero meters. 

We had several challenges in developing this tool. 

The most critical challenges are as follows: 

 Data Correctness: Some test data have the 

wrong expected location. Furthermore, 

some test data addresses are ambiguous, 

like a small part of a complete address. In 

these cases, the accuracy of the program 

decreases unfairly. 

 Reference Data: As we said before, our 

reference data is not a complete and 

correct tool; i.e., some roads are not 

defined in the reference data. 

 Variety of Writing: Variety and 

irregularity are a part of any natural 

language, which is more pronounced in 

Persian [3]. 

In conclusion, the average distance error of the 

program is about three hundred meters for 83% of 

all data. This accuracy is good enough to be used 

as an assistant for speeding up finding the location 

by a human agent. However, it still needs 

improvement to be used within a fully automated 

system. 

 

A top percentage of the data Distance error of the program 

10% 10 m 

20% 23 m 

30% 38 m 

40% 56 m 

50% 82 m 

60% 114 m 

70% 155 m 

80% 211 m 

90% 307 m 

100% 664 m 
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6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a rule-based geocoder 

tool for Persian addresses. The existing Map API 

is too simple and just accepts small phrases, 

which is the main reason for developing a new 

framework for Persian geocoding. We discussed 

the main challenges including different formats to 

specify an address from one person to another, the 

lack of standard naming convention for roads, the 

non-persistency of names of roads, and the 

absence of a complete and uniform system for 

data of cities. We specified the components of the 

system. “Pre-processing”, “Parsing”, “Searching”, 

and “Selecting” work based on the LALR parsing 

algorithm for the address segmentation and the 

Viterbi algorithm for path selection. We evaluated 

our system on test data of 1000 samples. We 

showed that our proposed framework had reached 

an appropriate error rate with the test data, about 

300 m for 83% of test data. To the best of our 

knowledge, the proposed system is the first 

Persian geocoder. Therefore, we do not have any 

baseline systems for comparison. 

Our results showed that an advanced rule-based 

system with an immature reference dataset that 

benefits from different algorithms to process the 

Figure 6.  The predicted location (red pin) and the expected location (green pin) for “Shahid Rajaei, 

Beheshti Square, Abrisham Street, Hamedani Street, Baqeri Alley, in front of No. 12” 

Figure 7.  The predicted location (red pin) and the expected location (green pin) for “Padegan-e-Valiasr 

Street, corner of Booshehr Street”. 
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data could be suitable for some applications. 

Although the accuracy of our system is not a 

perfect fit for sensitive applications like post 

services, it can be used as an assistant to speed up 

and improve user experience. Moreover, 

TehranGeocode is good enough for big data 

analysis since a very accurate output is not 

expected in such applications. 

For future works, we suggest improving the Parser 

module to better parse complex and rare phrases. 

Since our parser has context-free grammar with 

defined rules, it cannot segment some complex or 

rare phrases and requires a more powerful 

grammar or parser. Moreover, we suggest adding 

a confidence score in output to consider the 

tradeoff between response rate and accuracy with 

attention to any application. Our system, with 

minimal changes, can be used for the other cities 

of Iran; the main requirement to generalize the 

geographical area of using our method is the 

existence of reference data for the other cities. 
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 چکیده:

ماورد  از کاربردهاا یاریبسدر  دیابزار مفعنوان یک هب شود،یم دهینام ییایجغراف یکه اصطلاحا کدگذار ،ییایمختصات جغراف کیبه  یآدرس پست لیتبد

 یهااباا اال  کننادینم یرویااساتاندارد پ یدهادر حال توسعه که از قالب آدرس یکشورها یبرا ییایکدگذار جغراف کی. توسعه گیرداستفاده قرار می

 یگاذارو فقدان اساتاندارد نام یبه دادگان مرجع ناکاف توانیم ،یعیپردازش زبان طب فیمعمول در تمام وظا یهابر اال  لاوههمراه خواهد بود؛ ع یجد

 ساندگان،ی. براسااس دانا  نوشاودمی ارائاه TehranGeocodeباه ناام  یفارسا ییایاکدگاذار جغراف کیامقالاه  نیامعاابر اشااره کارد. در ا کپاراهی

TehranGeocode باه قطعاات  دیاآدرس با کیا ،یفارسا یهااآدرس راساتانداردیاست. با توجه به ساختار غ یزبان فارس یبرا ییایکدگذار جغراف نیاول

 گریکادیشده به  یآورمختصات متناظر با آدرس، اطلاعات جمع افتنی یگردد، و برا یآورکواک شکسته شود، اطلاعات هر قطعه از دادگان مرجع جمع

قاادر  یشنهادیتوسعه داده شده است. ااراوب پ ایپو یسینومهآدرس و برنا هیبر اساس تجز یشنهادیهدف، سامانه پ نیبه ا یابیدست یمتصل شوند؛ برا

 است.ای هدوارکنندیام نتایج مذکور یهابا اال  فهیوظ نیاکه برای  کند دایپدر نقشه متر  300کمتر از  یها را با خطاآدرس ٪83است 

 .یتربیو تمیالگور ،یعیپردازش زبان طب ،یآدرس پست ،آدرس هیتجز ،یفارس ،ییایجغراف یکدگذار :کلمات کلیدی

 


